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chronicle disappointments, even danger and fraud. Often, the relationship is just

not what was expected. One reason is that people represent themselves more

favorably in their email descriptions, representations not borne out in real life.

Seemingly trivial, but potentially devastating examples include people lying about

age or weight.

So how do online relationships affect individuals, their families, and their local com

munities? Perhaps, "rather than creating new kinds of communities, this technology

oftenjust creates a false sense of connection and intimacy" (Friedman, 1997, p. 377).

Can people really develop strong ties with strangers they have never met face to face?

Or is the Internet merelyenablingus to reachfurther into the world while we neglect

to build relationships with next-door neighbors and our local community?

In the mid-1990s, researchers from Carnegie Mellon University investigated the

impact of the Internet on 169 people in 73 households over a two-year period

(Kraut et al., 1998; Kraut, Scherlis, Mukhopadhyay, Manning, & Kiesler, 1996).

Findings from this study suggest that "greater use of the Internet was associated

with small, but statistically significant declines in social involvement as measured

by communication within the family and the size of people's local social networks,

and with increases in loneliness, a psychological state associated with social involve

ment. Greater use of the Internet was also associated with increases in depression"

(Kraut et al., 1998, p. 1025). A survey of 4113 adults in 2689 households, done by

researchers at Stanford,alsoraises concerns that peoplewho spenda lot oftime online

do so at the expenseof facc-to-facc relationships, particularlywith friends and family

(Nie & Ebring, 2000).
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A possible explanation is that time spent using the Internet may substitute for time

that would otherwise be spent engaged in social activities. A similar explanation has

been suggested to account for the negative effects of television (Robinson & Godbey,

1997). However, there is a paradox. Many participants reported that the Internet

enabled them to communicate more easily with friends and family. It seems possible

that the Internet supports existing strong tics developed from frequent social contact

and a strong sense of commitment (Granovcttcr, 1973, 1982), whereas developing

strong ties with friends met online is rarer (Kraut et al., 1998). Converting weak ties

to strong tics may require periods of frequent or prolonged face-to-face social inter

action.

Because many kinds of relationships are possible, does it matter that the Internet

supports strong ties associated with already existing relationships and weak ties asso

ciated with meeting new people via the Internet? Aren't both valuable? Certainly,

weak tics contribute to information exchange. But problems occur when people

mistake weak ties for strong ties or give up strong tics in order to develop lots of

weak tics. Strong tics support people in times of crisis and encourage richer social

interactions (Wcllman, 1992).

A threat to social capital and society?

In the last thirty years, Americans' participation in social societies, such as parent

teacher associations, local civic groups, political organizations, choral societies, local

sports clubs and even church-related societies has been declining dramatically

(Putnam, 1995, p. 66). For example, between 1960 and 1990, voter turnout declined

by a one-fourth. Most startling, Robert Putnam reports that "more Americans arc
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bowling today than ever before, but bowling in organized leagues has plummeted in

the last decade or so" (Putnam, 1995, p. 69). That is, more Americans arc choosing to

bowl alone rather than socialize with others. Even apparent countcrtrends turn out

not to be asoptimistic as they might at first appear. For instance, though membership

in environmentally oriented societies, such as Sierra Club, and women's groups is on

the increase, analysis reveals that activity is confined to paying fees. Few people take

part in any face-to-face meetings. Similarly, though there are more support groups of

various kinds than ever before, Putnam reports that the purpose of such groups

appears to be for people to talk about themselves in the presence of the group, not

to participate in a community.

A parallel trend of increased wealth, improved transportation and better housing goes

hand in hand with the increase in reported loneliness in the United States. Middle-

income Americans tend to buy largerhouses that arc spaced further apart and situated

in the suburbs, factors that contribute to the demise of public transport and an ever-

increasing dependence on cars to reach distant shopping malls and services situated

outside towns. Some claim that cheaper telephone rates and, now, the Internet pro

vide an antidote. But is this likely?

These reports and the Carnegie Mellon study raise disturbing questions about

whetherand in what ways online communities, and the Internet, will affect society.

For a variety of reasons, lifeiseasier and more socially satisfying in a community that

has what sociologists call "social capital". "Social capital refers to features of social

organization such as networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and

cooperation for mutual benefit" (Putnam, 1995, p. 66). Social networks also foster
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strong norms of reciprocity, encourage social trust, amplify reputation, and enable

social dilemmas to be resolved. Opportunism is reduced and opportunity for colla

boration enhanced. "I" ccnteredness tends to be converted into "we" centercdness.

It is important for online community developers, moderators, managers, and parti

cipants to be aware that their activities may be eroding face-to-facc social activity.

How can this be prevented? Tying online communities more closely to facc-to-face

social gatherings, as community networks aim to do, may be one way. Raising

awareness among participants may be another. It is also important not to overreact.

Much more research is needed before making judgments about the positive and

negative influences of online communities. For example, there arc many reports of

people receivingsupport and empathy from online relationships (Hiltz, 1985; Preece,

1999; Prcccc & Ghozati, 1998; Sproull & Faraj, 1997; Sproull & Kiesler, 1991).

Nevertheless, meeting in an electronic forum is not the equivalent of participating

on a bowling team (Putnam, 1995). Still, for people who are unable to attend local

functions, meeting in an online community and developing weak ties is better than

not meeting at all.

Hate crimes, pornography and other negative interactions

The Internet empowers groups to organize themselves across local, national, and

international boundaries. A call to action, a warning message, a cheer of encourage

ment, the inspiring words ofa leader can be distributed to members at lightning speed

and at almost no cost, with just the click ofa few keys. (Chapter 3 discusses the power

of clearly stating the community's purpose, of forming a homogeneous group of
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participants, and of establishing meaningful policies for developing an online com

munity.) Political groups of all kinds usually have this clarity and dedication.

Unfortunately, any powerful medium canalso be a powerful weapon in the hands of

extremists, criminals, and those living at the edges of the law. The Internet is no

exception. Along with the millions of online communities that pursue noble goals of

support, discussion, and innocent games arc the communities whose activities can

destroy or injure others. The first hate site was created in 1995, and since then others

have been added weekly. The Intelligence Project reported that the number of hate

sites increased from 163 at the end of 1997 to 254 by the end of 1998 (Report, 1998).

In 1998, the number of neo-Nazi sites climbed from 27 to 63. Pornography is

also a problem on the Internet, as exemplified by the Alt UseNet group,

alt.sex.abuse.recovery (Mehta & Plaza, 1997).

In the United States, the First Amendment endorses the laudable right of free speech.

Unfortunately when this right is invoked by the likes ofhate groups, it isvery hard to

take action to stop them. Add to this the difficulty and controversy associated with

policing the Internet and it is easy to sec why this medium is so dangerous in the

wrong hands.

Introducing Sociability and Usability

Developing successful online communities is not trivial. Successful online commu

nities satisfy their members' needs and contribute to the well-being of society.

Everyday, thousands of new online communities are launched, but many falter or
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disappear without trace. Some survive with a transient population—people come and

people go. Anecdotes reveal a wide spectrum of experiences. Some report their lives

changing in remarkable ways asa result ofparticipating inonline communities. Others

describe empty chat rooms, unanswered messages, shallow comments, excessive

advertising andjunk mail. Some tell stories of receiving empathy and support from

total strangers, while others report being victimized by unwarranted verbal attacks.

Most definitions treat community only as an entity; in fact, community is a process

(Fernback, 1999). Communities develop and continuously evolve. Only the software

that supports them isdesigned. Thus, the role of a community developer isanalogous

to that of the mayor of a new town, who works with town planners to setup suitable

housing, roads, public buildings, and parks, and with governors and lawyers to

determine local policies. Community developers work with community members

to plan and guide the community's social evolution. Putting basic policies in place

helps members know how to behave, what to expect from each other, and provides a

framework for social growth. As the community develops and forms its own char

acter, its social policies and structure also evolve. Communities arc more likely to

succeed when early social planning constrains the community just enough to dis

courage inappropriate behavior while facilitating the community's evolution.

Achieving this balance requires skill, sensitivity, and acknowledgment that the

community's purpose and needs may change over time. Sociability is concerned

with planning and developing social policies which are understandable and acceptable

to members, to support the community's purpose.

Community developers also have to design software with good usability so that

people can interact and perform their tasks intuitively and easily. Software with
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good usability supports rapid learning, high skill retention, low error rates and high

productivity. It is consistent, controllable, and predictable, making it pleasant and

effective to use. Many community developers will have to select and buy software or

obtain it free. They will haveto identify software with suitable usability, then tailor it

to more closely meet the community's needs. Somedevelopers may design and code

their own software, to have more control over its usability.

Sociability focuses on social interaction; usability focuses on human-computer inter

action. Understanding a community's needs is essential for developing communities

with good sociability and usability (Figure 1.1).

Usability & sociability

Support evolving community

Design usability

eg Interaction dialog
Navigation
Registration forms
Feedback
Representationsof
users

Message format
Archives

Support tools, etc.

Plan sociability

e.g. Policies for
Membership
Codes ofconduct

Security
Privacy
Copyright
Free speech
Moderators, etc,

Assess community needs

Figure 1.1 Usability and sociability
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Usability and sociability are closely related, butseparating the two encourages devel

opers to focus on each issue with more clarity. Consider for example, registering to

belong to a community. The decision to enforce a registration policy is a sociability

decision. It strongly impacts who comes into the community and, thus, the social

interactions in the community. The mechanics of registering arc determined by soft

ware design, which involves usability decisions. The design of the registration form,

how it is displayed, the nature of prompts and help messages associated with

completing the form are usability issues.

Summary

Communicating via the Internet is no substitute for actual human interaction. A

virtual hug, shown in the form of two parentheses—( ), is certainly not as warm,

comfortable, and satisfying as a real hug. And sharing a nourishing, tasty meal is

impossible in cyberspace. But online communities do enable meaningful communi

cation among people separated by distance, time, and, to some extent, culture.

While enthusiasts argue ad infinitum that online communities arc important for the

twenty-first century, we have to recognize that no one community isexactly like the

next. Furthermore, just as in "real life", not all online communities arc admirable

(Jones, 1999b). Many critics tend to compare online communities to ideal real com

munities, while failing to acknowledge that cities are often very lonely places

(Kollock & Smith, 1999).

Developers and users have responsibility to plan, guide, and mold communities to

support the people in them. Like twentieth-century town planners and architects,
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community developers can profoundly shape the online community landscape.

Attention to sociability and usability will be a big step along the way to ensuring

development of successful online communities.

Further Reading

HomeNet: A Field Trial of Residential Internet Services (Kraut et al., 1996), and

"Internet Paradox: A Social Technology that Reduces Social Involvement and

Psychological Well-being?" (Kraut et al., 1998)

Research findings from the HomeNet study, carried out by researchers from

Carnegie Mellon University, hit national headlines in America. A small amount of

evidence suggested that people who use computers are more prone to depression than

nonuscrs. The issues raised in the second report arc worthy of consideration by any

one interested in online communities.

"Bowling Alone: America's Declining Social Capital" (Putnam, 1995)

This highly acclaimed but disturbing article tells of decline in community involve

ment in America during the past thirty years. It is alarming, but important to read.

The combination of clearly presented facts, supported by real data, and the thought

ful articulation of possible explanations make this article a "must read" for anyone

considering the role of online communities, their relationship to physical commu

nities, and desirable values of society.

The Virtual Community: Homesteading onthe Electronic Frontier (Rheingold, 1993), and

"A Slice ofLife in My Virtual Community" (Rheingold, in L. M. Harasim, ed., 1994)
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Read either Rheingold's book or his chapter in Harasim's book for a warm, percep

tive, and intriguing introduction toonline communities. Both report his experiences in

theWELL, one ofthefirst online communities, and both arerich inamusing anecdotes,

and reveal a deep, personal understanding of life online. The WELL was, without

doubt, a community. Rheingold's writing is lucid, easy to read, and hard to put

down. Readers who do not want to read a whole book on the topic can gain a

good understanding of the WELL and many key issues from his chapter in the

Harasim title.

"Community Networks: Building a New Participatory Medium" (Schuler, 1994),

and New Community Networks: Wiredfor Change (Schuler, 1996)

Douglas Schulcr's book, New Community Networks: Wiredfor Change is a seminal,

socially aware treatise that addresses important issues concerning online communities.

Specifically, it discusses the philosophy, goals, and processes involved in developing

the Seattle Community Network. Readers who prefer a shorter account will enjoy

Schuler's article, which documents the state of community networks in 1994, and

discusses many of the same issues as the book. Both strongly address the social

and political needs of communities. Schulcr looks for ways that technology, and

specifically community networks, can help support democracy, education, heath,

equality, information exchange, communication, and so on. Schulcr's enthusiasm

to harness technology to improve community life and to address big issues is

inspiring.

"Connections: New Ways of Working in the Networked Organization" (Sproull &

Kiesler, 1991)
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This seminal work provides an excellent foundation for anyone interested in the

empowerment and implications of working online. Much future research is based

on the insights reported here.

"An Electronic Group is Virtuallya Social Network" (Wellman, 1997), and "Virtual

Communities as Communities: Net Surfers don't Ride Alone" (Wellman & Gulia,

1998)

Social networks comprise a set of people, organizations, and other social entities

connected by socially meaningful relationships. These articles provide a good intro

duction to the way sociologists think about community. Lay readers interested in

online communities are strongly encouraged to familiarize themselves with related

work from sociology.

"Widening the Net. Workshop Report on the Theory and Practice of Physical and

Network Communities" (Whittaker et al., 1997)

This report lists the main attributes associated with community. It is a usefulstarting

point for thinking about online communities.
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What amazed me wasn't just the speed with which we obtained precisely the information we needed

to know, right when we needed to know it. It was also the immense inner sense oj security that conies

with discovering that real people are available, around the clock, if you need them.

—Howard Rhtingoti, The Virtual Community (1993, p, 17)

This tour introduces readers to online communities for health, education, and e-commerce. It explores sociability, by

observing how developers describe the community's purpose, and the type of social policies in use. The software that

supports the communities is also examined, noting how its design supports user tasks. Experienced readers may want to

skip through this introductory chapter and move on to the next.
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People join communities to satisfy needs: to develop new friendships, discuss a

new interest, debate about politics, get information, share their knowledge, receive

empathy from like-minded people, get support to deal with a problem. There are

many reasons forjoiningonline communities, and strong relationships may develop

over manymonths, as occurs in some health support groups. Other relationships arc

short-lived, shallow, or almost nonexistent, as in online auction interactions.

Initially, people are attracted to a community by what it projects outwardly about

itself. Its name, description on a Web site [Box 0], or a statement of purpose help

potential participants judge whether it is likely to meet their needs and is worth

joining. The policies that direct behavior in the community influence its character

by guiding how people communicate.By clearlyindicating a community's purpose,

developers can establish a focus that will influence who joins the community. Sub

sequently, guided by what people do and what attracts them to return to the commu

nity, developers can help to develop the community to continue to meet the needs ofits

participants. Community development, then, is a continuous process of evolution.

People arc the key to a thriving online community. Obvious as this may sound, the

importance of drawing people into the community and encouraging them to parti

cipate and keep coming back can not be overemphasized. Without people, there is no

community. The ebb and flow of messages expressing new ideas, comments, re

actions, jokes, reflections, suggestions keeps the community engaged and draws

new people, as well as encouraging others to return. Compare Web pages, which

are a useful community resource; but the information may not change or change

infrequently, and is not personal. Once read, people look for new information.
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Box 0 World Wide Web

The World Wide Web, known simply as the Web, is a vastnetwork of infor

mation, presented on millions of sites located on computers throughout the

world. The Web offers academic articles, journals, free software products,

personal biographies, newspapers, online communities, education, extensive

retail opportunities, and endless advertisements. Like a big department store,

it contains many things you want and many things you don't want. Having

access to so much information at the click of a few keys can be wonderful, but

there are two big problems: the first is finding what you want; the second is

judging the quality of the information you find.

Search engines and Web browsers such, as Yahoo!, AltaVista, Hotbot, Excite,

and Lycosenable users to search the Web. By specifying the Uniform Resource

Locator, URL, users can go directly to a particular page or site. Alternatively,

userscan search by topic. For example, typing suppor t will produce a long list

of items with support in their title. Typing the words support + group will

narrow the search to only those items that contain both words. Typing sup

port or group will enlarge the search to include items that contain cither

support or group.

Communities offer new information, often accompanied by personal anecdotes that

make compelling reading. Characters emerge, and relationships form to shape the

community. Special roles may also develop, such as an expert, a provocateur, the

social conscience, a moderator or mediator, along with various characters.

35
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Developers cannot and should not attempt tocontrol social interaction; but they can

and should support desirable social interaction. For example, policies that call for

civility will help reduce aggression. By setting uppolicies from the outset, developers

can influence how a community evolves. Some communities have a manifesto out

lining expected behavior ofmembers; others are much more casual. Justas inface-to-

face communities, being confronted with a list of do's and don'ts can deter people

from joining. Conversely, a community withno rules can be a wild andunpleasant

place. Achieving a balance is important, particularly for a new community (see

Chapter 3). As the community evolves, it can take over its own governance.

Just as the architecture of a house is intimately related to how its inhabitants live

(cooking, serving meals, or supervising children can be pleasure or a nightmare

depending on the facilities available), the functionality provided by software

and the case with which users can make the software do what they want—its

usability—strongly impact user activities. Variations between different kinds of soft

ware may be significant, making the selection of appropriate software important.

Interactions on a bulletin board are different from those in a MOO or chat room.

Online communities serve many purposes, but the support of information exchange

and communication are particularly important. Software must be designed so that

users can do their tasks rapidly and accurately. They must be able to learn to use the

software quickly and to retain the skillsthey acquire. Some communities will be more

concerned with empathic communication, others with rapid chat, still others with

detailed technical descriptions. Developers can make a major contribution to online

communities by recognizing the characteristics of different tasks and ensuring that

software is designed to support them (see Chapter 4).
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The remainder of this chapter takes readers on a tour of online communities from

three domains: health, education and entertainment, and e-commcrce. It identifies

examples ofsociability (e.g., indications of the community's purpose, the people who

participate, and policies that guide social interaction) and usability (e.g., software

features that support users' tasks). This tour will introduce sociability support and

usability design in a variety of online communities. Readers with limited experience

of online communities, in particular, will benefit from this material. Later chapters

(particularly Chapters 3 and 4) build systematically on the concepts identified in this

tour.

Health communities

In the mid- and late 1990s, the general public started to realize that via the Internet

they could get information about health issues. Dramatic headlines touting this cap

ability began to appear in USA Today, the New York Times, the British newspaper

The Times and other national and local newspapers. On Wednesday, July 14, 1999,

for example, USA Today published a special report entitled "The Internet Changes

Medicine", that contained articles with titles such as: "Net Empowering Patients,"

"Millions Scour the Web to Find Medical Information," and "A Network of

Support." USA Today claimed that "In ever growing numbers, patients clutching

Internet printouts and a list of smart questions are marching into doctors' offices

nationwide" (Davis & Miller, 1999). It is anticipated in the year 2000, that more

than 33 million Americans will have researched a medical problem on the Web. "The

Internet is going to irrevocably affect how patients and doctors interact. This is not

going to go away" (Davis & Miller, 1999, p. 1A).
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Patients who go online for health-related information want several things: to under

stand their problems better; to find information about diseases and treatments, to get

support from others; to help fellow sufferers; to feel less afraid and so on. Web sites

offer someinformation, but onlinecommunities are more personal resources. Patients

can interact with each other and with professionals (getting enough face-to-face

interaction with doctors is a well-known problem everywhere in the world). The

Guardian, a well respected British newspaper reported "[R]esearch has shown patients

enjoy on average 16 seconds to explain their view of their medical problem to

doctors" (The Guardian, May 14, 1997, p. 9). Many patients are therefore turning

to the Internet for information and support.

Sharingwith other patients canalsobecomforting and reassuring in ways that talking

to even the most skillful and communicative physician may not be. Facc-to-face

support groups arc available in some locations and for some health problems, but

they may be scheduled at inconvenient times or in hard-to-gct-to locations. In con

trast, online communities enable patients to share experiences and relate to each

other's problems whenever they want and no matter where they are. Other patients

can empathize, and they may know ofsolutions to problems that doctors don't know

about, because they haven't experienced being a patient (Preece, 1998). Experiences

involving either emotional or physical pain often lead to very strong empathic ties

between people (Ickcs, 1997), which in turn can become a basis for strong relation

ships. People are therefore coming to online health communities in great numbers.

The following quote is typical of the kind of messages that appear in online support

communities.
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[I]t is finally time to take theplunge and have the... procedure performed. Ihave

referenced this site quite frequently since my decision about a month ago. I just

wanted to say that 1appreciate all the input. Keep me in your prayers and I hope

to get back to you with a great story of recovery.

Unfortunately, online health communities also have a dark side. Physicians arc

rightly concerned about patients getting incorrect information. Some also find it

disconcerting that patients may know more than they do about their illness. An

increasing number ofonline communities now support question-and-answer sessions

with real doctors, but some doctors do not like this practice cither, arguing that online

doctors do not "sec" their patients or know their backgrounds. These arc real dangers

and patients need to learn to become discerning consumers of medical information.

Online communities and Web sites developed by organizations such as the National

Institutes ofHealth (NIH) can be identified as reputable sources by their names, logos,

and other branding information. The National Cancer Institute (NCI), for one,

provides different resources for its three main user populations: authoritative, up-

to-date information for physicians; research news and articles for researchers; and

careful, in-depth explanations for patients. Links to online communities enable users

to communicate with others who have similar concerns.

The upcoming tours point out interesting features from two different kinds of com

munities. The first is of a not-for-profit community developed by a patient to help

other patients. The second examines the drkoop.com Web site, which illustrates how

online communities arc integrated into a site. It also raises interesting questions about

terminology. Is the whole site a community? Communities support relationships
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among people, however fleeting they may be. Web pages do not directly encourage

relationships, but they do influence who comes to the chat and bulletin board

discussions.

Bob's bulletin board: a personally owned community

Millions of small communities are being developed by patients to help fellow suf

ferers. They are usually supported by bulletin board [Box 1] or listserver [Box 2]

software, though sometimesthey are embedded in a personal Web site such as in the

case of Bob's ACL bulletin board community. Members of this community have

torn an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) or severely injured their knees in some other

way. The anterior cruciate ligament is one of four major ligaments in each knee.

Sports enthusiasts, especially women athletes, are particularly prone to this injury.

Tearing an ACL is often devastating because though this is a common nonlife-

threatening injury, athletes dread it because it prevents them taking part in sports

activities for many months and sometimes years. Thus it can bring dramatic changes

in lifestyle that are frustrating and depressing.

There arc two main ways of treating a torn ACL. The ligament can be reconstructed

by surgery, or the patient can follow an intense program of physical therapy to

strengthen surrounding muscles to compensate for the missing ligament,

thereby avoiding surgery. Surgery tends to be the favored option by athletes

because, for most, it brings nearly full recovery and return to sporting

activities. However, recovery from surgery often takes a year or more, and can be

painful.


